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Summary: Golden tides are abnormal massive accumulations of floating seaweed in the genus 
Sargassum that form because of surface circulation patterns. A single golden tide can push over 1,800 
tons of algal wet mass onto a single beach, affecting hundreds of kilometers. The algae interfere with 
navigation and fishing; result in die-offs of seagrasses, fishes and endangered sea turtles; and affect 
tourism and human health as algal biomass decomposes, releasing sulfides and decreasing the appeal of 
swimming areas. Starting in 2011, various severe golden tides have affected the Caribbean and Gulf of 
Mexico with data suggesting that the frequency and intensity of these events will increase with climate 
change. Small Caribbean islands, whose economies are especially dependent on tourism and artisanal 
fisheries, are the most vulnerable and often the least equipped to handle cleanup operations. Although the 
significance of golden tides as an emerging environmental problem is broadly acknowledged, the effects 
of these large-scale phenomena, especially their ecological impacts, are poorly understood and the drivers 
that intensify their occurrence are only beginning to be unraveled. Studies in the last decade have 
elucidated large-scale circulation features connecting the North Atlantic, Gulf of Mexico, and Caribbean 
routes of these algae into a “Sargassum loop”, but little is known about finer scale circulation features that 
are most relevant to predicting the residence time of these golden tides in bays and beaches. Efforts using 
coarse (MODIS) or moderate-resolution satellite imagery (Landsat) combined with surface current 
modeling to provide advance warning of possible Sargassum landfalls have shown promise in recent 
years, but much work remains to be done in developing and validating this type of satellite-informed 
modeling, especially with respect to finer spatial scales.  

The proposed study addresses how circulation patterns determine the fate of Sargassum mats (golden 
tides) and accumulation, as well as the released nutrients from its decomposition. It also aims at 
measuring the impacts of golden tides on local coastal habitats and biodiversity, and also at evaluating 
how this phenomenon will interplay under diverse climate change scenarios that could intensify these 
occurrences. Some of the specific outcomes include assessments of biomass and nutrient fluxes related to 
these events, time-series observations of these accumulations at moderate spatial resolutions, and 
modeling of hydrodynamic features at selected study sites within St Thomas in the US Virgin Islands 
(USVI) from coarse to fine spatial scales. The proposal describes field work to quantify distributions of 
Sargassum and compare nutrient and water quality conditions at nearshore sites with and without golden 
tides, which will inform modeling efforts.  The project will fund a minimum of four USVI native students 
(2 undergrads and 2 grads MS) and aims at potentially establishing a bridge mechanism for these students 
to later pursue PhDs.  

 


